**Top Stories**

- **News Around the Watershed**
- **Get Involved**
- **Trivia**
- **Tree Talk: Sugar Maple**

**Where:** [link to location information]

**When:**
- [link to date and time]

**Woods in Your Backyard**

**Where:** [link to location information]

**When:**
- [link to date and time]

**Contact**

- [phone number]
- [email address]
- [link to website]

**Urban Forestry Comes Full Circle**

- A North Philadelphia grower is planting an orchard on a vacant lot.

- [USDA study finds COVID-19 impacts on forests]

- Reports of mysterious bird disease decreasing in Pennsylvania.

**Nature's Odd Couple: Spotted Salamanders and Algae**

- [link to article]

- [link to get involved]

**Community Forestry Webinars**

- The Role of Climate Change on Forest Trees, Including Fall

- Using Natural Ecological Communities Research with Glenn Tobin

- Breakfast on the Bay: Ecolatinos

- Controlling Japanese Knotweed in Parks and Landscapes

**Where:** [link to location information]

**When:**
- [link to date and time]

**斤斤计较**

**Trees**

- [link to article]

**Where:** [link to location information]

**When:**
- [link to date and time]

**Woods in Your Backyard**

- [link to article]

**Where:** [link to location information]

**When:**
- [link to date and time]

**Get Involved**

- [link to get involved]

**Trivia**

- [link to trivia question]

**When:**
- [link to date and time]

**Tree Talk: Sugar Maple**

- [link to article]

**Where:** [link to location information]

**When:**
- [link to date and time]

**Contact**

- [phone number]
- [email address]
- [link to website]

**Fierce storms fell scores of trees in D.C., Maryland**

**Where:** [link to location information]

**When:**
- [link to date and time]

**New Specialty License Plates Will Support Local D.C. Wildlife**

**Where:** [link to location information]

**When:**
- [link to date and time]

**Can a forest survive a wildfire? Washington experts are testing it**

**Where:** [link to location information]

**When:**
- [link to date and time]

**Trees Are Climate Change, Carbon Storage Heroes**

**When:**
- [link to date and time]

**New report: State of the science on western wildfires, forests and climate change**

**Eastern Hemlocks Face Extinction. A Tiny Fly Could Save Them**

**Controlling Japanese Knotweed in Parks and Landscapes**

**Using Natural Ecological Communities Research with Glenn Tobin**

**Fierce storms fell scores of trees in D.C., Maryland**

**Where:** [link to location information]

**When:**
- [link to date and time]

**New York**

- [link to article]

**Where:** [link to location information]

**When:**
- [link to date and time]

**Maryland**

- [link to article]

**Where:** [link to location information]

**When:**
- [link to date and time]

**Urban Forestry Comes Full Circle**

- A North Philadelphia grower is planting an orchard on a vacant lot.

- [USDA study finds COVID-19 impacts on forests]

- Reports of mysterious bird disease decreasing in Pennsylvania.

**Nature's Odd Couple: Spotted Salamanders and Algae**

- [link to article]

- [link to get involved]

**Community Forestry Webinars**

- The Role of Climate Change on Forest Trees, Including Fall

- Using Natural Ecological Communities Research with Glenn Tobin

- Breakfast on the Bay: Ecolatinos

- Controlling Japanese Knotweed in Parks and Landscapes

**Where:** [link to location information]

**When:**
- [link to date and time]
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- [link to trivia question]

**When:**
- [link to date and time]
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- [link to article]

**Where:** [link to location information]

**When:**
- [link to date and time]
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- [phone number]
- [email address]
- [link to website]

**Fierce storms fell scores of trees in D.C., Maryland**

**Where:** [link to location information]

**When:**
- [link to date and time]

**New Specialty License Plates Will Support Local D.C. Wildlife**

**Where:** [link to location information]

**When:**
- [link to date and time]

**Can a forest survive a wildfire? Washington experts are testing it**

**Where:** [link to location information]

**When:**
- [link to date and time]

**Trees Are Climate Change, Carbon Storage Heroes**

**When:**
- [link to date and time]

**New report: State of the science on western wildfires, forests and climate change**

**Eastern Hemlocks Face Extinction. A Tiny Fly Could Save Them**

**Controlling Japanese Knotweed in Parks and Landscapes**

**Using Natural Ecological Communities Research with Glenn Tobin**

**Fierce storms fell scores of trees in D.C., Maryland**

**Where:** [link to location information]

**When:**
- [link to date and time]

**New York**

- [link to article]

**Where:** [link to location information]

**When:**
- [link to date and time]

**Maryland**

- [link to article]

**Where:** [link to location information]

**When:**
- [link to date and time]

**Urban Forestry Comes Full Circle**

- A North Philadelphia grower is planting an orchard on a vacant lot.

- [USDA study finds COVID-19 impacts on forests]

- Reports of mysterious bird disease decreasing in Pennsylvania.